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Wooden cutting boards are virtually impossible to sanitize, so never 
use them. Use plastic cutting boards instead, and wash them 
frequently, preferably in an automatic dishwasher. 
Between each use, wash knives and other kitchen utensils with soap 
and hot water, or run them through the dishwasher. 
Common molds and fungi can be extremely dangerous for people with 
impaired immune systems, so their kitchens should be kept especially 
clean. Wash the inside of the refrigerator often, using baking soda and 
water, to prevent mold. Scrub kitchen counters with cleanser and rinse 
thoroughly. 
Mop the kitchen floor at least once a week and pour mop water down 
the toilet, not the kitchen sink. Use covered trash cans lined with 
I 
plastic bags. Keep the house well ventilated to help prevent the spread 
J of airborne infections. 
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Keep separate sponges to wash dishes and kitchen counters. Disinfect 
sponges by soaking them in a solution of nine parts water to one part 
bleach for five minutes. 
Check your refrigerator and freezer temperatures. 
should be 40 F and o F, respectively. 
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The temperatures 
COOK FOOD THOROUGHLY. Be particularly careful when 
11alf cooking with a microwave oven. Microwaves do not cook evenly, 
~t, salmonella and parasites may not be killed. Use a microwave 
thermometer to determine the food's internal temperature and care-
fully follow cooking directions. Many microwave recipes include a 
~ standing time. Don't omit this - it is an essential part of the cooking 
4.5 process. 
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Wash fresh fruit and vegetables with running water before eating them. 
This will not provide an absolute guarantee of safety, but washing has 
been shown to remove most microorganisms. 
Thaw meat in the refrigerator, not on the kitchen counter. This holds 
true even for cured meats such as ham. 
Cook or peel organic fruit and vegetables ... avoid organic lettuce. 
Throw out any lettuce or other produce that has been contaminated by 
drippings from packages of meat. 
Precook meat, especially poultry, before finishing it on an outside 
grill. Cooking temperatures are so unpredictable on grills that meat 
can easily be charred on the outside, and underdone on the inside. 
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